Movie Poster Book Report
Create a movie poster advertising your story as a new movie. Remember that the point of a movie poster is to try and sell your book as a movie that people would want to see. Should have at least these criteria:
~Title of the Book (Story)
~Illustration promoting your book/story
~Quote or phrase that intrigues an audience. (Remember, this should be catchy; something the audience will remember and should tell a lot about the book/story. Example: “Everything sleeps in this house! Grandma in her feather bed. Granddaughter, dog, cat, mouse, flea, all join grandma for a snoring, roaring, fun sleep...and what will wake them up?”
~Producer/Director
(You are the producer/ the author is the director of the book/story.)
~Actors/Actresses
(Main characters of the book with a person you want to star as this character.
Example: Will Smith is Grandma, Trudy Well is Granddaughter, Renea Zellwager as the cat...)
~Rating “You will love this movie! or You will not like this movie (Why did you give it this rating. Give Examples (Include what you liked and how you would change...)

On the back: A summary of the book/story,
(This should include character conflicts, plot, theme, setting, # of pages,..)

Coming this Holiday to a theater Near You
THE NAPPING HOUSE

“You will never see anything as funny as this house where everyone sleeps! Grandma, granddaughter, dog, mouse, cat, & flea all join together for a snoring, roaring, sleep in a big feather bed...what will wake them up.?”

Produced by: Jamie Hunt and directed by: Aubrey Wood Starring: Will Smith as Grandma Trudy Well as Granddaughter Renea Zellwager as the Cat

You will love this funny movie that keeps you rolling in the aisles every time a new person jumps into bed with grandma!

Reserve you tickets today!

HAVE FUN WITH THIS PROJECT